Arabic-speaking Parenting Support – 1-2-3 Magic & Emotion Coaching

Equips facilitators with the resources to train Arabic speaking parents

Eligibility

To purchase this package and get ready to train your next group of Arabic-speaking parents you need to be a currently licensed and trained 1-2-3 Magic & Emotion Coaching practitioner and be actively running parent sessions on a regular basis.

If you are a trained facilitator and would like to order the Arabic Package resources, complete this application form and email to: orders@parentshop.com.au.

Starter Package Includes:

- Arabic session guidelines
- Arabic slideshow for parent presentations
- Arabic ‘Signalling’ film
- 10-pack Arabic spoken language workbooks valued at $119.95*
- 5 x Arabic spoken films covering the following topics:
  - Three Big Ideas
  - Self Regulation – The Footballer
  - Sorting Behaviour
  - Signal to Stop
  - Introducing the New System

The films can be used as an additional tool for Arabic-speaking parents. This allows licensed practitioners to run one-on-one or tutorial sessions per topic.

TOTAL PACKAGE COST - $399

* Every parent trained in 1-2-3 Magic & Emotion Coaching must receive a workbook. Further Workbooks can be ordered through Parentshop.